Are action and perception in near and far space additive or interactive factors?
Functional imaging has revealed differential neural mechanisms underlying action directed toward near or far space. Because some neuropsychological studies of patients with visuospatial neglect failed to show near/far dissociations with perceptual tasks, we investigated whether action and perception elicit distinct cerebral representations in near and far space. We measured regional cerebral blood flow with positron emission tomography in normal volunteers who performed manual line bisection (action) and made line bisection judgments (perception). Stimuli were presented in near space or far space. Far space presentation enhanced activations in occipital cortex extending into the medial occipitotemporal cortex bilaterally, while near space presentation enhanced left occipital-parietal, parietal, and premotor cortex activity. Manual bisection activated the extrastriate, superior parietal, and premotor cortex bilaterally, while bisection judgments activated the right inferior parietal cortex, anterior cingulate, right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and extrastriate and superior temporal cortex bilaterally. The neural mechanisms responsible for the two tasks (perceptual/motor) were not differentially modulated by space of presentation.